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BlackBerry Curve 9380 is the 3G working device that enables you communicate impressively and
also has the entertaining utilities just for you. Users can avail this gadget in vibrant black color. The
gimmick amazingly dwells great features and is available on Orange Deals.

Amazing Looks

The widget is manufactured stupendously in the dimensions of 109 x 60 x 11.2 mm and weighs just
98 grams. BlackBerry Curve 9380 Pay Monthly is showcased attractively with the 3.2 inches (~188
ppi pixel density) TFT capacitive touch screen that exposes brilliantly in the resolution of 360 x 480
pixels. Optical trackpad, Touch-sensitive controls and Proximity sensor for auto-turn off are the
great quality physical features of the BlackBerry 9380 Monthly Contracts.

Impeccable Memory and Battery 

BlackBerry Curve 9380 Deals allow you to store your favorite stuff in the internal memory of 512 MB
and 512 MB RAM that can be easily accessed whenever required. Also, one can go for memory
card extension up to 32GB for the purpose of storing more. Moving ahead, the gimmick works
fabulously through the standard Li-Ion (JM-1) battery that accords long hours for both stand-by and
talk time.

Multimedia Powers

The handset is featured with the stupendous 5 MP camera that capture stunning pictures within the
resolution of 2592Ñ…1944 pixels. Auto focus and LED flash are the high quality facilities available with
the camera. Geo-tagging, face detection and image stabilization are the other gaining features of
the camera. Alongside, video recording is additionally done in the BlackBerry Curve 9380 Pay
Monthly.  Additionally, you can play games in the device. Moreover, listening to music is availed
through the audio/video players installed in it.

Make Commendable Connections

Free BlackBerry 9380 Contracts provides an opportunity to make worldwide connections via HTML
Web browser that also saves your time and money. GPRS, EDGE, 3G HSDPA, WLAN Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth and USB are the other features to connect and transfer data easily through phone. GPS
facilitates you to find direction to the unknown locations while you are traveling.

Additional Features

Additionally, the phone is equipped with some mesmerizing features that increase its demand in the
market. SNS applications, audio (MP3/eAAC+/WMA/WAV/FLAC) player, video
(MP4/H.263/H.264/WMV) player, Organizer, Document viewer, Voice memo/dial and Predictive text
input are the various features installed in Cheap BlackBerry 9380 Deals provide high support to the
users. SMS (threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Email and IM are the messaging facilities of the
widget.
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